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This Bosch Bible fully explains the theory, troubleshooting, and service of all Bosch systems from D-Jetronic through the latest Motronics.
Includes high-performance tuning secrets and information on the newest KE- and LH-Motronic systems not available from any other source.
With the increasing popularity of GM's LS-series engine family, many enthusiasts are ready to rebuild. The first of its kind, How to Rebuild
GM LS-Series Engines, tells you exactly how to do that. The book explains variations between the various LS-series engines and elaborates
up on the features that make this engine family such an excellent design. As with all Workbench titles, this book details and highlights special
components, tools, chemicals, and other accessories needed to get the job done right, the first time. Appendicies are packed full of valuable
reference information, and the book includes a Work-Along Sheet to help you record vital statistics and measurements along the way.
The General Motors G-Body is one of the manufacturer's most popular chassis, and includes cars such as Chevrolet Malibu, Monte Carlo,
and El Camino; the Buick Regal, Grand National, and GNX; the Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme; the Pontiac Grand Prix, and more. This
traditional and affordable front engine/rear-wheel-drive design lends itself to common upgrades and modifications for a wide range of highperformance applications, from drag racing to road racing. Many of the vehicles GM produced using this chassis were powered by V-8
engines, and others had popular turbocharged V-6 configurations. Some of the special-edition vehicles were outfitted with exclusive
performance upgrades, which can be easily adapted to other G-Body vehicles. Knowing which vehicles were equipped with which options,
and how to best incorporate all the best-possible equipment is thoroughly covered in this book. A solid collection of upgrades including
brakes, suspension, and the installation of GMs most popular modern engine-the LS-Series V-8-are all covered in great detail. The
aftermarket support for this chassis is huge, and the interchangeability and affordability are a big reason for its popularity. It's the last massproduced V-8/rear-drive chassis that enthusiasts can afford and readily modify. There is also great information for use when shopping for a GBody, including what areas to be aware of or check for possible corrosion, what options to look for and what should be avoided. No other
book on the performance aspects of a GM G-Body has been published until now, and this book will serve as the bible to G-Body enthusiasts
for years to come.
This is the definitive DIY manual on modern petrol and diesel engine management systems.
Succeed in your career in the dynamic field of commercial truck engine service with this latest edition of the most comprehensive guide to
highway diesel engines and their management systems available today! Ideal for students, entry-level technicians, and experienced
professionals, MEDIUM/HEAVY DUTY TRUCK ENGINES, FUEL & COMPUTERIZED MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS, Fifth Edition, covers the
full range of commercial vehicle diesel engines, from light- to heavy-duty, as well as the most current management electronics used in the
industry. In addition, dedicated chapters deal with natural gas (NG) fuel systems (CNG and LPG), alternate fuels, and hybrid drive systems.
The book addresses the latest ASE Education Foundation tasks, provides a unique emphasis on the modern multiplexed chassis, and will
serve as a valuable toolbox reference throughout your career. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
This book should be considered an essential read for anyone looking to turbocharge his or her engine and get the best performance and
reliability they can. Many would love to add the power of a turbo, but don't know where to start or what to buy. They instead pay thousands of
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dollars more to buy a "kit" that at times works, and many times doesn't. Many feel overwhelmed and lost in undertaking such a large project,
but this book will be a guide with step-by-step descriptions through the process of turbocharging and tuning an engine. No hard to read
terminology or theory, just the facts on what it will take to make lots of reliable power. Popular Topics found are: E85 vs Meth Injection Tuning
ignition timing for boost How to select an intercooler Water to air vs Air to Air intercoolers How to select the right turbo Piggy back vs stand
alone ECU's Turbo Manifold design including twin scroll Each chapter is filled with pictures and descriptions that will let the reader know
exactly what they are looking for. This book is not filled with wordy descriptions just for the sake of adding pages and making the book thicker.
Topics are covered directly and to the point. If you plan on owning a modified turbo car, or know someone who is, than consider this a must
have book.
The call for environmentally compatible and economical vehicles necessitates immense efforts to develop innovative engine concepts.
Technical concepts such as gasoline direct injection helped to save fuel up to 20 % and reduce CO2-emissions. Descriptions of the cylindercharge control, fuel injection, ignition and catalytic emission-control systems provides comprehensive overview of today ?s gasoline engines.
This book also describes emission-control systems and explains the diagnostic systems. The publication provides information on enginemanagement-systems and emission-control regulations.
Do you want to be able to fit and tune programmable engine management, working from home? You can! This book covers the selection,
wiring and tuning of programmable ECUs, all done without access to a dyno and with a totally hands-on approach. From the step-by-step of
tuning idle, throttle enrichment and high- and low-loads, to tuning for best fuel economy. Mapping exhaust gas recirculation for better throttle
response, to safely retarding ignition timing with increased intake air temps. PID tuning loops explained in easy to understand language,
directly measuring the crank reference indicator position, and how Lambda numbers relate to air/fuel ratios - they're all here. And if you're just
starting out in this area, there's also coverage of the fundamentals of engine management systems. There's even a cheap and incredibly
effective tool that you can build so that you can hear when the engine is detonating - or even close to detonating. This compact book is musthave for anyone tuning programmable ECUs.

Significantly updated to cover the latest technological developments and include latest techniques and practices.
If you want to add one of the slick Holley, ACCEL, or Edelbrock fuel-injection systems to your small-block V-8, or if you want get
rid of the black cloud behind your Eclipse after your injector and 20G swap -- you need this book. With information in this book,
you'll never have to wonder if your tune is just right -- you'll know it. If it isn't -- you can change it.After a description of what
programmable EFI offers its users, author Ben Strader (founder and senior instructor of EFI University) gives a detailed account of
what you want to accomplish with your EFI system, then shows you how to get there. You'll learn to: define air and fuel
requirements based on horsepower and RPM; set up your base fuel and ignition maps to get things up and running fast; tweak
your fuel and timing maps for light- and heavy-load situations; and adjust timing for cold-starting or high-boost conditionsIn the
second section of Building and Tuning High-Performance Electronic Fuel Injection, Strader gives a detailed description of the
systems from 11 respected EFI manufacturers. He helps you weigh the info on cost, features, tunability, and ease of installation
between the available systems, so you can find the high-performance aftermarket EFI system that's right for you.
Excerpt from Gas and Oil Engine Management: A Practical Guide for Users and Attendants; Being Notes on Selection,
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Construction, and Management Has induced him to write the follow ing pages on similar lines, and he trusts they may prove Of
service to those using fixed Gas or Oil Engines. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and
classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books
uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections
present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in
our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally
left to preserve the state of such historical works.
This unique handbook assumes no starting knowledge of car electrical and electronics systems. It begins with simple circuits and
finishes with complex electronic systems that include engine management, transmission control and stability control systems. If
you want to diagnose a simple alternator charging or headlight problem, this book is for you. But if you also want to fix complex
electronic systems using On-Board Diagnostics, a multimeter or oscilloscope, this book also shows you how to do that. Is it best to
use a series or parallel circuit when adding a horn? How do you use a multimeter to check a coolant temperature sensor against
its specs? How can you add an electronic timer that will keep your headlights on as you walk to your door? When should you buy
an oscilloscope – and how complex an instrument do you really need? The author has been writing about car electronic systems
for over 25 years. He is also an experienced and proficient car modifier who has performed numerous electronic modifications and
upgrades to his own cars, including world-first modifications. If you want a practical, hands-on book that demystifies and explains
car electrical and electronic systems, this is the book for you.
There is a lot of movement - also in a figurative sense - when it comes to the diesel engine and diesel-fuel injection, in particular.
These developments are now described in the completely revised and updated 3rd Edition of the Diesel-Engine Management
reference book. The electronics that control the diesel engine are explained in easy detail. It provides a comprehensive description
of all conventional diesel fuel-injection systems. It also contains a competent and detailed introduction to the modern common rail
system, Unit Injector System (UIS) and Unit Pump System (UPS), including the radial-piston distributor injection pump.
Rapid developments in engine electronics and systems have resulted in important, far-reaching changes in the spark-ignition
engine's equipment and management. The outcome has been increased fuel efficiency, decreased emissions, improved driving
smoothness and running refinement, and optimal trouble-free service life. Gasoline-Engine Management provides comprehensive
information ranging from the design and function of various generations of fuel injection and ignition systems to current gasoline
engine management systems using the M and ME Motronic Systems. Contents include: Combustion in the spark-ignition (SI)
engine System development Emissions Control Technology Spark-Ignition Engine Management Gasoline Injection Systems
Ignition Systems Spark Plugs M-Motronic Engine Management System ME-Motronic Engine Management System ME D Engine
Management.
Tidak tersedia apa punMasalah penting yang sering dihadapi guru ataupun dosen dalam kegiatan pembelajaran adalah memilih
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atau menentukan materi pembelajaran atau bahan ajar yang tepat dalam rangka membantu siswa mencapai kompetensi. Hal ini
disebabkan oleh kenyataan bahwa dalam kurikulum atau silabus, materi bahan ajar hanya dituliskan secara garis besar dalam
bentuk “materi pokok”. Menjadi tugas guru/dosen untuk menjabarkan materi pokok tersebut sehingga menjadi bahan ajar yang
lengkap.Selain itu, bagaimana cara memanfaatkan bahan ajar juga merupakan masalah. Pemanfaatan dimaksud adalah
bagaimana cara mengajarkannya ditinjau dari pihak guru/dosen, dan cara mempelajarinya ditinjau dari pihak murid/mahasiswa.
Buku ajar Engine Management Systemini disusun untuk memenuhi hal tersebut di atas.Buku ini secara umum berisi tentang teoriteori dasar tentang komputer yang digunakanp ada kendaraan. Pembahasan mencakup: konsep dasar kerja komputer pada
kendaraan bermotor, power distribution pada ECU, prinsip dasar Electronic Control Unit (ECU) Input dan Output, macam-macam
sensor (Input ECM), metode operasi dan karakteristik kerja sensor- sensor, macam-macam kontrol output ECM, dan Engine
Control Module (ECM) yang mendukung mata kuliah Engine Management System.
Tuning the Rover V8 Engine is an essential read that covers all aspects of tuning this versatile and much-loved engine, with an
emphasis on selecting the correct combination of parts for your vehicle and its intended use. Topics include: Short engine –
component selection and assembly cylinder head modifications and aftermarket cylinder heads camshaft and valve-train –
selection and set-up intake and exhaust systems cooling system carburettors and fuel injection distributor and distributor-less
ignition systems engine management LPG conversions supercharging and turbo-charging
Starting with a brief review of the beginnings of automotive history, this book discusses the basics relating to the method of
operation of gasoline-engine control systems. The descriptions of cylinder-charge control systems, fuel-injection systems (intake
manifold and gasoline direct injection), and ignition systems provide a comprehensive, firsthand overview of the control
mechanisms indispensable for operating a modern gasoline engine. The practical implementation of engine management and
control is described by the examples of various Motronic variants, and of the control and regulation functions integrated in this
particular management system. The book concludes with a chapter describing how a Motronic system is developed.
Computer-controlled car repair made easy! This manual is filled with simple do-it-yourself diagnosis, easy access to on-board
computer trouble codes, and complete and easy to understand code charts for all models.
This reference book provides a comprehensive insight into todays diesel injection systems and electronic control. It focusses on
minimizing emissions and exhaust-gas treatment. Innovations by Bosch in the field of diesel-injection technology have made a
significant contribution to the diesel boom. Calls for lower fuel consumption, reduced exhaust-gas emissions and quiet engines are
making greater demands on the engine and fuel-injection systems.
Based on the 2004 NATEF Task list as part of certification standard six (6), this book includes most of the newer electronically
managed diesel fuel systems that are in use today. It includes diesel starting and charging systems for complete coverage of
engine electronics. It will provide readers with a great source for reference materials on system component operation and
troubleshooting. Covers the basics of electricity and electronics to enable better troubleshooting and repair of the more complex
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electronically managed fuel systems. Also features detailed information on diesel fuel, mechanical fuel injection systems, engine
tune-ups, electrical and electronic testing and measuring processes, and handling of hazardous waste material and safety in the
automotive shop. For truck technicians and anyone looking for additional knowledge of diesel fuel system electronic controls.
This book deals with in-cylinder pressure measurement and its post-processing for combustion quality analysis of conventional
and advanced reciprocating engines. It offers insight into knocking and combustion stability analysis techniques and algorithms in
SI, CI, and LTC engines, and places special emphasis on the digital signal processing of in-cylinder pressure signal for online and
offline applications. The text gives a detailed description on sensors for combustion measurement, data acquisition, and methods
for estimation of performance and combustion parameters. The information provided in this book enhances readers’ basic
knowledge of engine combustion diagnostics and serves as a comprehensive, ready reference for a broad audience including
graduate students, course instructors, researchers, and practicing engineers in the automotive, oil and other industries concerned
with internal combustion engines.
How to Tune and Modify Automotive Engine Management Systems - All New EditionUpgrade Your Engine to Increase
HorsepoweMotorbooks
Drawing on a wealth of knowledge and experience and a background of more than 1,000 magazine articles on the subject, engine
control expert Jeff Hartman explains everything from the basics of engine management to the building of complicated project cars.
Hartman has substantially updated the material from his 1993 MBI book Fuel Injection (0-879387-43-2) to address the incredible
developments in automotive fuel injection technology from the past decade, including the multitude of import cars that are the
subject of so much hot rodding today. Hartman's text is extremely detailed and logically arranged to help readers better
understand this complex topic.
For more than 75 years Bosch has set the pace in innovative diesel fuel-injection technology. These innovations are documented
here. The modern high-pressure diesel injection systems such as Common Rail, Unit Injector and Unit Pump are at the forefront of
this book.
Innovations by Bosch in the field of diesel-injection technology have made a significant contribution to the diesel boom in Europe in
the last few years. These systems make the diesel engine at once quieter, more economical, more powerful, and lower in
emissions. This reference book provides a comprehensive insight into the extended diesel fuel-injection systems and into the
electronic system used to control the diesel engine. This book also focuses on minimizing emissions inside of the engine and
exhaust-gas treatment (e.g., by particulate filters). The texts are complemented by numerous detailed drawings and illustrations.
This 4th Edition includes new, updated and extended information on several subjects including: History of the diesel engine
Common-rail system Minimizing emissions inside the engine Exhaust-gas treatment systems Electronic Diesel Control (EDC) Startassist systems Diagnostics (On-Board Diagnosis) With these extensions and revisions, the 4th Edition of Diesel-Engine
Management gives the reader a comprehensive insight into today's diesel fuel-injection technology.
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The BOSCH handbook series on different automotive technologies has become one of the most definitive sets of reference books
that automotive engineers have at their disposal. Different topics are covered in a concise but descriptive way backed up by
diagrams, graphs and tables enabling the reader to comprehend the subject matter fully. This book discusses the basics relating to
the method of operation of gasoline-engine control systems. The descriptions of cylinder-charge control systems, fuel-injection
systems (intake manifold and gasoline direct injection), and ignition systems provide a comprehensive, firsthand overview of the
control mechanisms indispensable for operating a modern gasoline engine. The practical implementation of engine management
and control is described by the examples of various Motronic variants, and the control and regulation functions integrated in this
particular management systems. The book concludes with a chapter describing how a Motronic system is developed.
Understanding, testing and diagnosing electronically controlled engine management (ignition and fuel injection) systems fitted to
Ford petrol-engined cars and vans from 1987 to date. Covers EEC IV and EEC V central and multi-point injection systems found
on mainstream vehicles, plus Weber Marelli IAW as fitted to Escort and Sierra Cosworth variants. Contents include an
identification section with a detailed list of engine codes; locations of common components; fault diagnosis (with and without
special test equipment) including self-diagnosis and interpretation of fault codes; technical data and wiring diagrams.
Optimising Car Performance Modifications is a highly practical and useful book that covers brilliant techniques to the guesswork
out of performance modification. Using just some low-cost tools, you can easily measure the flow restriction of your car’s intake
and exhaust. It’s like having a huge flow-bench always available. By making some simple on-road measurements, you can plot
the shape of the engine’s power and torque curves - no dyno needed. This allows you to not only see if performance modifications
to the engine are improving power, but also see where in the rev range those changes are occurring. Assess the worth of cams, a
larger turbo, changed boost control or altered engine management mapping. But the book doesn’t stop there - it also shows you
how to measure your car’s aerodynamics, seeing if at speed your car is developing lift or downforce. Want to make a rear wing
work well? Test the angle at which downforce is greatest. You can also test the aerodynamic airflow through oil coolers,
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intercoolers and radiators. Interested in improving your suspension? By using a low-cost app and a smartphone, you can
accurately measure suspension behaviour. If you want a practical, hands-on book that will immediately save you money, show
where modifications are most needed, and can be used to assess performance outcomes, this is the book for you.
Converting from a carbureted fuel system to electronic fuel injection (EFI) improves the performance, driveability, and fuel
economy of any classic vehicle. Through a series of sensors, processors, and wires, it gathers engine and atmospheric
information to precisely deliver the correct amount of fuel to your engine. With a carburetor, you must manually adjust and change
parts to adapt it to differing conditions and applications. Installing a complete aftermarket EFI system may seem too complex, but it
is within your reach by using the clear and easy-to-understand, step-by-step instructions. You will be able to confidently install the
correct EFI system in your vehicle and enjoy all the benefits. A variety of EFI Systems are currently available--throttle body
injection (TBI), multi port fuel injection (MPFI), stack systems, application specific, and special application systems. Author Tony
Candela reveals the attributes of each, so you can select the system that's ideal for your car. Author Tony Candela explains in
exceptional detail how to install both of these systems. To achieve top performance from an EFI system, it’s not a simple bolt-on
and plug-in procedure. This book takes the mystery out of EFI so it’s not a black art but rather a clear working set of parameters.
You are shown how to professionally install the injectors into the intake system as well as how to integrate the wiring into the main
harness. In addition, each step of upgrading the fuel system to support the EFI is explained. The book also delves into integrating
ignition and computer control with these aftermarket systems so you can be out driving rather than struggling with tuning.
Turbocharged, supercharged, and nitrous applications are also covered. A well-installed and -tuned EFI system greatly improves
the performance of a classic V-8 or any engine because the system delivers the correct fuel mixture for every operating condition.
Get faster starts, better fuel economy, and crisp efficient performance. In EFI Conversions: How to Swap Your Carb for Electronic
Fuel Injection, achieving all these benefits is easily within your reach.
It's no secret that today's cars are doing more with less. Here is information and guidance on modern, efficient, auto electronic and
electrical systems that will work well in your car. This book provides a practical guide to converting, installing and maintaining the
following: Electronic Fuel Injection; Electronic Ignition; Engine Management; New, compact, high output alternators; High torque
starter motors; Modern wiring systems and Auto Electronic/Electrical accessories. This book examines the practical application of
these systems and covers most of the available technologies.
Gain a sound understanding of electronically controlled diesel engines as well as maintenance and diagnostic procedures. This
book uses the ASE L2 "composite" diesel engine as a platform for fostering a detailed understanding of current truck engine
management systems including electronic unit injector (EUI), hydraulically actuated electronic unit injector (HEUI), electronic unit
pump (EUP), time-pressure injection (HPI-TP), computer-controlled pump-line-nozzle (PLN), and diesel common rail (CR) fuel
management systems. Coverage is comprehensive in scope, addressing vehicle management computers, electronic service tools
(ESTs), connector and wiring repair, and the principles of multiplexing, as well as each major system of the various fuel
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management systems used on today's diesel powered trucks.
Takes engine-tuning techniques to the next level. It is a must-have for tuners and calibrators and a valuable resource for anyone who wants
to make horsepower with a fuel-injected, electronically controlled engine.
Please note that the content of this book primarily consists of articles available from Wikipedia or other free sources online. Pages: 33.
Chapters: Anti-dribble valve, Digifant Engine Management system, Electronic control unit, Engine control unit, Envirofit International, Fuel
injection, Fuel rail, Gasoline direct injection, Indirect injection, Injection pump, Jacketed fuel injection pipe, Jetronic, Kugelfischer, Lucas
14CUX, MegaSquirt, Motronic, Orbital Corporation, Powertrain control module, SDI (engine), SPICA, Turbocharged Direct Injection, VEMS.
Excerpt: Fuel rail connected to the injectors that are mounted just above the intake manifold on a four-cylinder engine.Fuel injection is a
system for admitting fuel into an internal combustion engine. It has become the primary fuel delivery system used in automotive engines,
having replaced carburetors during the 1980s and 1990s. A variety of injection systems have existed since the earliest usage of the internal
combustion engine. The primary difference between carburetors and fuel injection is that fuel injection atomizes the fuel by forcibly pumping it
through a small nozzle under high pressure, while a carburetor relies on suction created by intake air accelerated through a Venturi tube to
draw the fuel into the airstream. Modern fuel injection systems are designed specifically for the type of fuel being used. Some systems are
designed for multiple grades of fuel (using sensors to adapt the tuning for the fuel currently used). Most fuel injection systems are for gasoline
or diesel applications. The functional objectives for fuel injection systems can vary. All share the central task of supplying fuel to the
combustion process, but it is a design decision how a particular system is optimized. There are several competing objectives such as: The
modern digital electronic fuel injection system is more capable at optimizing these competing objectives consistently than earlier fuel delivery
systems (such as...
From electronic ignition to electronic fuel injection, slipper clutches to traction control, today’s motorcycles are made up of much more than an
engine, frame, and two wheels. And, just as the bikes themselves have changed, so have the tools with which we tune them. How to Tune
and Modify Motorcycle Engine Management Systems addresses all of a modern motorcycle’s engine-control systems and tells you how to get
the most out of today’s bikes. Topics covered include: How fuel injection works Aftermarket fuel injection systems Open-loop and closed-loop
EFI systems Fuel injection products and services Tuning and troubleshooting Getting more power from your motorcycle engine Diagnostic
tools Electronic throttle control (ETC) Knock control systems Modern fuels Interactive computer-controlled exhaust systems
The increasing demands for internal combustion engines with regard to fuel consumption, emissions and driveability lead to more actuators,
sensors and complex control functions. A systematic implementation of the electronic control systems requires mathematical models from
basic design through simulation to calibration. The book treats physically-based as well as models based experimentally on test benches for
gasoline (spark ignition) and diesel (compression ignition) engines and uses them for the design of the different control functions. The main
topics are: - Development steps for engine control - Stationary and dynamic experimental modeling - Physical models of intake, combustion,
mechanical system, turbocharger, exhaust, cooling, lubrication, drive train - Engine control structures, hardware, software, actuators, sensors,
fuel supply, injection system, camshaft - Engine control methods, static and dynamic feedforward and feedback control, calibration and
optimization, HiL, RCP, control software development - Control of gasoline engines, control of air/fuel, ignition, knock, idle, coolant, adaptive
control functions - Control of diesel engines, combustion models, air flow and exhaust recirculation control, combustion-pressure-based
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control (HCCI), optimization of feedforward and feedback control, smoke limitation and emission control This book is an introduction to
electronic engine management with many practical examples, measurements and research results. It is aimed at advanced students of
electrical, mechanical, mechatronic and control engineering and at practicing engineers in the field of combustion engine and automotive
engineering.
Understanding fuel injection and engine management systems is the key to extracting higher performance from today’s automobiles in a
safe, reliable, and driveable fashion. Turbochargers, superchargers, nitrous oxide, high compression ratios, radical camshafts: all are known
to make horsepower, but without proper understanding and control of fuel injection and other electronic engine management systems, these
popular power-adders will never live up to their potential and, at worst, can cause expensive engine damage. Drawing on a wealth of
knowledge and experience and a background of more than 1,000 magazine articles on the subject, engine-control expert Jeff Hartman
explains everything from the basics of fuel injection to the building of complex project cars. Hartman covers the latest developments in fuelinjection and engine management technology applied by both foreign and domestic manufacturers, including popular aftermarket systems.
No other book in the market covers the subject of engine management systems from as many angles and as comprehensively as this book.
Through his continuous magazine writing, author Jeff Hartman is always up-to-date with the newest fuel-injection and engine management
products and systems.
A Must Read Book for all Automobile and Mechanical Students, Teacher and Trainers. Engine Management System enables precise, central
control of all functions relevant for engine operation leading to reduced emissions, higher safety, comfort, and a more enjoyable dynamic
riding. Electronic control allows fuel to be burnt efficiently. Engine Management Systems can precisely control the amount of fuel injected as
well as the ignition timing. The technology also monitoring vehicle – based on the lambda value, the regulation of the injector ensures the
optimum combination of air and fuel.
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